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Pràctiques de laboratori       Android and Linux 

Objectives

In this laboratory session, we will examine the options for interoperability between software coded 
for the Android environment, and software supplied in Linux environments. For this experiment, we
will use a version of the Android-x86 system, RemixOS, by Jide (www.jide.com).

Additionally, this session will be also useful as a practice consisting to follow a pre-established 
system administrator task, that can be described in the following way:

“Our company is interested in evaluating the possibility for the Android and Linux 
environments to coexist in the same machine. We have a preliminary work already done, and we 
need to complete it with some more tests.”

Preparation

Boot your lab machine with the “Ubuntu 16.04 càrrega nova” from the FIB environment.

When started, open a terminal and search for the device holding the root (“/”) in this system. Write 
it down here:

 

Connect your disk (use the old one, you will find its number assigned in the message at Racó). All 
old disks have already been prepared with the Remix OS version for PC.   

When the disk is connected, issue an fdisk to look at the partition table. It should have 3 partitions. 
Write them down here:

Halt your machine.

1. 
/dev/___________________

2.
/dev/_______________________________________________________________________

/dev/_______________________________________________________________________

/dev/_______________________________________________________________________



Booting Android

Restart the computer. Press <F9> to pop the blue screen with the boot selection list. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Boot selection list during BIOS boot

Please observe that the boot disk inserted appears twice in the list. Once in the “UEFI Boot 
Sources”; Apparently this is because the BIOS detects the EFI partition on the disk, in a GPT table.

But it also appears in the “Legacy Boot Sources” section, and this is because the disk has also a 
standard boot sector in DOS format; the one you listed in the previous question.

On the list select “Legacy Boot Sources” → ST9250315AS

Quickly, the ISOLinux boot loader appears. Quickly!, use the [TAB] key in order to stop the boot 
process (see Figure 2). In case the boot process continues with the loading of Android-RemixOS, 
please issue a <ctrl>-<alt>-<del> sequence to reboot, and start again, as the boot of the system will 
not finish successfully.

              Figure 2: Boot process stopped by the [TAB] key



As we have typed [TAB], ISOLinux has already open for edition the “Resident mode” option. Let’s 
edit this option to become the following (see also Figure 3):

> /kernel    initrd=/initrd.img     root=/dev/ram0 
androidboot.selinux=permissive      SERIAL=random              
SRC=      DATA=      nomodeset      vga=0xfffe

(we have separated the strings shown in the command line for a clear reading. Also observe that the 
command is given as a single line, with a single carriage-return at the end, although it spans three 
lines in the screen).

   Figure 3: Boot command line ready to be used for booting

Please observe that, as we have removed the option “CREATE_DATA_IMG=1”, the boot will be as
“Guest mode”, so we will not be able to safe any session data, during our work with Android-
RemixOS.

Press <Enter> to boot.

Then wait for 90 seconds approximately (see Figure 4).

                   Figure 4: Android-RemixOS booting



At the end, you should see the configuration screen:

                 Figure 5: Initial configuration screen

On the following screens, select…
1) “English”,
2) Accept the license agreement,
3) Skip (at the top-left corner), the Wi-Fi setup,
4) Select any apps you may want to try on the next 4 screens,

          Select “Adobe Acrobat” also, as we will use it later,

5) All Done! Finish!!,
and 6) Activate Google Play.

After a glitch on the screen, the desktop will be ready for use.

As we will see during the Android chapter, closer to the end of the semester, Android tends to
“suspend” its  execution when it  detects  a period of idle  time.  In this  implementation,  we have
observed that the inactivity period before entering the “suspend” state is around 10 minutes.

If Android “suspends” the machine, we have not found an alternative but to power it off, and start
over again.

Theoretically, you can take a “wakelock” on the system to avoid entering the suspend mode, but we
have observed that they do not work on the system… so… To avoid entering the suspension mode,
try to keep pressing a key every now and then…

Testing the system

RemixOS has the main menu located in the button at the bottom-right corner. Use it to open the
Chrome browser and check that your network connection is working properly.

You will observe that the keyboard is not mapped correctly. Find the “settings” button in the main
menu, open it, and go to “Language & Input”, to change the layout of the “Physical Keyboard”.
Select the entry below “Physical Keyboard”, that reads “AT Translated Set 2 keyboard. Default”,
and “Set Up Keyboard Layouts”, and select the “Spanish Android keyboard”.



Also, in the main menu, you can search for a terminal named Termux, that will provide a shell. You
can use the Termux menu to change the font size, if it is too small.

Open the Termux and type “id”, to see your credentials. Write them down here:

 

Also, try the two “ls” commands:

- The Android-provided “ls”        /system/bin/ls  -ltr   /    (why it does not work?)
- The Turmux-provided “ls” (issue $ which ls)   ls -ltr /    (this one should work)

What is the difference between both “ls” binaries?

Can you find other commands that have 2 (or even 3) different versions in this system? How?

Write the names of some commands you have found with 2 (or 3) versions:

Usually those versions of the programs are packed on a few big binaries containing tens of them. 
List the 3 big binaries we have in the Android-RemixOS system. Execute them and see if they 
report which commands they implement (no need to list all of the subcommands):

3.
Username: ________________  Uid: ____________________

Group: ___________________  Gid: ____________________

Other groups the user belongs to:

       ______________________________________________
 

4.

5.

6.



List and briefly observe the contents of the following directories (no need to write the answers 
here):
-  ls  /  (root)
-  ls  /system
-  ls  /system/bin
-  ls  /system/lib
-  ls  /system/lib64
-  ls  /system/app
-  ls  /data

You are probably getting an error message “can’t open /data: Permission denied”, or “Opendir 
failed, Permission denied”, let’s become superuser.

Issue a “su” in order to get superuser access. Observe that, apparently, a command issued from the 
command line can open windows in Android. This is usually the case for the “su” command. 

On the new superuser environment, use again the “id” command to report the superuser credentials 
here:

Look into the contents of some more directories:
- ls /data
- ls /data/app
- ls /data/app-lib
- ls /data/data
- ls /data/system
- ls /data/system/users
- more /data/system/users/userlist.xml    # this is the /etc/passwd equivalent in Android
- ls /storage
- ls /storage/emulated
- ls /storage/emulated/0      # This is the directory where Android downloads files and saves fotos.
- ls /dev  |  less

8.
Username: ________________  Uid: ____________________

Group: ___________________  Gid: ____________________

Other groups the user belongs to:

       ______________________________________________
 

7.



Android comes with a pair of administration commands (am and pm).

“am” is used for process and services administration. Try:

- am 2>&1 |less      # to get its help on “less”

- am stack list

- am start com.android.settings       # start app or specific activity
- am start -a android.app.action.SET_NEW_PASSWORD  com.android.settings

- am start com.android/calculator/.Calculator

- am start com.adobe.reader/.AdobeReader      # if Acrobat Reader was installed at the beginning

     # you can find that not all applications start correctly, since some of them require some 
additional parameters
- ...

“pm” is used for package and users management. Try:
- pm 2>&1 | less    # to get its help on “less”

- pm list packages
- pm dump com.android.settings      # lists all properties of a package
- pm list permission-groups
- pm list users
- pm get-install-location    # to determine if installed packages will go to the internal or external 
storage
- pm get-max-users
- pm  create-user  caso
- pm list users
- more /data/system/users/userlist.xml     # must contain the new user “caso” now

There exist also “wm” to deal with the screen mode; “sm” to take care of the disk management, 
partitions, etc.; and “dpm”, dealing with some component management.

In /dev, find the devices representing the disks on your machine. Remember, the internal disk 
should be “sda”, and the external is “sdb”. List them here:

Hint: they are in a subdirectory of /dev.

9.
SDA:   /dev/__________________________

SDB:   /dev/__________________________



Create a new directory “/mnt/point”, and try mounting the partitions from the Android-RemixOS 
disk, do you succeed? Can you guess why?

Try mounting the partition with the Ubuntu 16.04 partition (you listed it in question 1). Type the 
command you use, and comment if you succeeded or not:

 

Once the Ubuntu partition is mounted, try using “chroot” to start a new shell, which will be an 
“Ubuntu shell”:
   $ chroot   /mnt/point    /bin/bash
Try some Ubuntu commands (ls, grep , sed, gcc...). Do they work? Can you find why?

Hint: echo $PATH
Set the PATH environment variable correctly for the Ubuntu environment. Write it down here:

Which user is currently executing this shell session?

Try entering the alumne account:   su – alumne           Does it work?

Does alumne have access to the network? Try “ping localhost”   Which error message do you get?

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.



We know that the system has access to the network. What could be the reason why the user 
“alumne” has not?

Hint: how permissions are granted in Linux? Can we use a group to grant access to the network?
Write down here the commands you should use (from the root account in Ubuntu) to grant access to
the network to the user “alumne”.

Hint: look at the groups you listed in your answer to question 4.
Do you see an option to have the same usernames/user-ids and groupnames/group-ids across 
Android-RemixOS and Ubuntu Linux? How this can be done? (No need to do it, just explain it :)

Execute:
    > for  i  in  ` pm list packages  | cut -b 9- ` ; do echo $i ; pm dump $i | grep  gid ; done
For which purpose can be useful this command?

What to deliver for this lab session

For the delivery of this lab session, copy the answers you provided in questions numbered 1 to 20 in
a text file, and submit it in the Racó.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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